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QUESTION 1

What is the total model Mage_Sale_Model_Quote_Addres_TotalNominal used for? 

A. It runs nominal total models in case of need. 

B. It calculates nominal prices for every item. 

C. It calculates prices only for items that are represented by the nominal product types. 

D. It checks whether the whole quote is nominal or not. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one of the following code fragments will create a new table in Magento? 

A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

In order to successfully register and configure a new entity capable of being saved and loaded from the database, you
must create a model and which three of the following? (Choose three) 

A. a collection class 

B. configuration settings in your module\\'s config.xml 
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C. an entry in Mage::$_registry 

D. a record in the eav_entity table 

E. a resource model 

F. a table in the database that will store the entity s data 

Correct Answer: BEF 

 

 

QUESTION 4

For which two of the following composite products could the options be shipped separately on the frontend using
"Checkout with multiple addresses"? (Choose two) 

A. configurable physical product 

B. bundle product consisting of physical products 

C. grouped product consisting of physical products 

D. bundle product consisting of virtual products 

E. grouped product consisting of virtual products 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the difference between the base_grand_total and grand_total attributes of the order? 

A. base_grand_total is a grand total before tax is applied; grand_total is the grand total after tax is applied. 

B. base_grand_total is the grand total at the moment of order submission; grand_total is the grand total at the moment
of order closing. 

C. base_grand_total is the grand total in the currency of the store where the order was submitted; grand_total is in US
dollars always. 

D. base_grand_total is in a base currency and grand_total is in the currency of the website where the order was
submitted. 

Correct Answer: D 
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